
ALLOY IRON AND STEEL

Iron is a versatile element used all around us every day. This is a list of iron alloys . Included are various types of iron
and steel.

Some stainless steels, such as the ferritic stainless steels are magnetic , while others, such as the austenitic , are
nonmagnetic. Decorative statues, musical instruments. The structure of alloys If you look at a metal through a
powerful electron microscope , you can see the atoms inside arranged in a regular structure called a crystalline
lattice. Pig iron is actually a very basic form of cast iron, but it's molded only very crudely because it's
typically melted down to make steel. Why are some very hard and brittle while others are relatively soft and
malleable easy to work? Steel that needs to be especially resistant to weathering can be galvanized dipped into
a hot bath of molten zinc so it acquires an overall protective coating. A huge range of different everyday items
are made with carbon steels, from car bodies and warship hulls to steel cans and engine parts. During the 17th
century it was realized that the best steel came from oregrounds iron of a region north of Stockholm , Sweden.
Alloys always show improvements over the main metal in one or more of their important physical properties
things like strength, durability, ability to conduct electricity , ability to withstand heat , and so on. Second,
there are literally thousands of different types of steel, many of them precisely designed by materials scientists
to perform a particular job under very exacting conditions. Electric-furnace process: You don't cook your
dinner with an open fire, so why make steel in such a primitive way? One such furnace was found in
Samanalawewa and archaeologists were able to produce steel as the ancients did. Photo by courtesy of US
Department of Energy. This material is both strong and ductile so that vehicle structures can maintain their
current safety levels while using less material. The traditional way of making alloys was to heat and melt the
components to make liquids, mix them together, and then allow them to cool into what's called a solid solution
the solid equivalent of a solution like salt in water. It was originally created from a number of different
materials including various trace elements , apparently ultimately from the writings of Zosimos of Panopolis.
This chart shows estimated worldwide raw steel production figures for  It's probably best known as a way of
making the semiconductors used in electronic circuits and computer chips. Middle and right photos by
explainthatstuff. As of , though, ArcelorMittal is the world's largest steel producer. Pig iron is made by heating
an iron ore rich in iron oxide in a blast furnace: an enormous industrial fireplace, shaped like a cylinder, into
which huge drafts of hot air are introduced in regular "blasts". That's why most of the "metals" we use are not
actually metals at all but alloys: metals combined with other substances to make them stronger, harder, lighter,
or better in some other way. Steel is one of the most versatile materials, used in everything from jet engines to
surgical instruments and from table knives to machine tools. You can read more about its history and
construction on the official Ironbridge website. At the end of , the steel industry faced a sharp downturn that
led to many cut-backs. Making steel from iron Photo: Making steel from iron with a Bessemer converter. Each
of these iron pieces is one pig. They can also be used for converting pig iron to steel, but they use a lot of
electrical energy about kWh per metric ton , and are thus generally only economical when there is a plentiful
supply of cheap electricity. Brass, for example, is a substitution alloy based on copper in which atoms of zinc
replace 10â€”35 percent of the atoms that would normally be in copper. Guns, decorative items. Iron and steel
by Chris Woodford. Imagine a small cardboard box full of marbles and that's pretty much what you'd see. The
modern era in steelmaking began with the introduction of Henry Bessemer 's Bessemer process in , the raw
material for which was pig iron. That's why it's packed into many breakfast cereals.


